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In this edition 
Apocalypso 
JCCA news 

CMC annual show 
Interceptor restoration 

Well 
Everything’s cancelled.  

I predict though an explosion of activity in spring by which time we will have hopefully 
thrown off this nasty little bug. 

So now’s the perfect time if you are confined to barracks to get those jobs done on/to your 
car(s). It’s also a great way to forget your worries about mortgage payments, looming 
starvation and a zombie apocalypse. 

Winters here are very mild so you have no excuse; we might all be bankrupt or cark it but 
your Jensen must live on. Think of the greater good, people. 

Graham Hawkes has confidently predicted he will get his early Interceptor I sorted during 
these dark days. I have seen this car out once before, it’s very original and will be worth the 
work, Comrade H. 

I have also heard an unsubstantiated rumour that at least one of you had planned to do an 
out/in of the WA border before the barbed wire went up and landmines were planted in 
order to spend two weeks uninterrupted in his shed working on a red 541R at a secret 
location in Mount St, Kelmscott (details changed to protect the innocent). 
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CMC Motor Show 

Ascot racecourse 8 March 2020 

The Council of Motoring Clubs managed to squeeze this event in well before the Big 
Shutdown. It feels like ages ago. 

The weather was brilliant and crowds heavy. We had a lot of interest from the Great 
Unwashed in our stand; I even overheard an under 10 y.o saying to his dad ‘I just want to 
see the Jensens!’ 

We may have picked up one more new member and was able to put someone else in 
contact with the current owner of their old car. 

Many thanks to those who gave up a day and who popped in to say hello.  

 
Heavy metal 1 

 
J-Hs and GT parked with bonnets up – never happens in real 

life… 

 
Heavy metal 2 

 
Jensen built Volvo P1800 
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Line from a Blondie hit  - Cadillac (Mercury) and Subaru 

Jensen Car Club of Australia news 
Here’s the latest: 

http://tiny.cc/iqkzhz  

The national Rally that was scheduled to be held in Katoomba in May has been cancelled. 
The 2021 rally will be held in Toowoomba, Queensland - more details to come. 

I haven’t had any feedback about closer ties to the JCCA from JMA members but will plug 
along when things settle a bit.  

My thinking is that we look to getting some sort of two for one type deal where 
membership of one organisation gives you membership to the other. 
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On the road again 
Peter Hume’s 1973 Interceptor III 128/4846 is now moving under its own steam again. 

‘This car was originally yellow and initially registered in the UK. It was imported to Oz and 
had various owners. It was repainted dark blue at some point. In 2011 it was sold from WA 
on eBay to a Victorian. He commenced rust removal and stripped the interior. It was then on 
sold in 2014(?) to a new owner in Grafton NSW who cut out all the remaining rusty sections 
and had the car sandblasted. In 2016 it was back on eBay as a project - primed with patch 
panels supplied, interior stripped, some sill replacements and floor sections done. 

I purchased the car, drove to Grafton and towed it home. 

 

It spent 2 1/2 years on the rotisserie having floors, firewall, sills, inner rear valances, lower 
front fenders and patch panels both sides rear from the doors, before priming inside and out 
with 2 pack epoxy . 

The past 18 months has seen it back on its wheels with rebuilt suspension having the exterior 
painted in metallic green before reassembly. 

All the wiring harnesses have been rebuilt incorporating many improvements such as 
modern relays, fusible links in main supplies and upgrades for a 120 amp alternator and 
MSD atomic EFI. 
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The torqueflite 727 has been overhauled as per original. The engine was found to be 60 thou 
oversize with hone marks visible in the bores. The pistons were refitted with new rings, new 
bearings. A hydraulic roller cam with same duration as original but a bit more lift was fitted 
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with roller rockers to complete the valvetrain. MSD efi, distributor and ignition box were 
fitted. 

A complete trim kit was supplied by Rejen in the UK in the original tan. I found Rejen 
incredibly helpful, prompt responses to all my questions. I managed to find a Learjet 8 track 
and have fitted that, along with a hidden Bluetooth receiver. Modern keyless central locking 
is also fitted to both doors. The air con is rebuilt and works reasonably well.  

I have had it registered for about a month now and have done a couple of hundred 
kilometres, venturing further afield as it earns my trust. 

 

Letters to the Editor 

And finally, a contribution from an anonymous Past President (who for legal reasons we will 
call ‘Peter M’): 

Hi Chris! 

I was about to raise flagging --- oh! You said spirits.  Well, yes, of course. 

Last time at the bottle shop I was only permitted one bottle of Gin to beat L****. 
Fortunately some 10 days ago I had just presented the Jensen with a new battery to 
raise its flagging spirit.  The difference is startling – from 10 volts to 13.2!! 

It’s all good – if you have something that might be of interest to others, send it in. Never 
forget our motto:  

Freedom of the Press is limited to those who own one. 
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